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Missile Launch/Missile Officer (sM65F)
Atlas Branch
Department of Missile Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

OZRl821B/3121B-4-rv
Student Notebook

22 Janua.r~ 1962

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT BOOK FOR LAUNCH CONTROL

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT: Almost all of the questions are True or Falsej
several questions require short answers, and the last question concerns
a sequence of events. Indicate your answer along the left-hand m$rgin.
Questions whose answer is "false", indicate in the space below the
question the correct answer.

LSR's

1. Major commands are electrical signals from one sequencer to another.

2. Minor incoming commands are ca.lled responders.

3. The logic units generate minor incoming commands.

4. "Missile Away" is a major command to the countdown sequencer.

5. "Missile Away" is a major incoming command to the hydraulics sequencer.

6. "PneUll'J8.ticsready for chilldownll is a major outgoing command from the
pneumatics sequencer.

,
7. "Commit lockup" is a major command incoming to the pneumatics sequencer.

8. "fod air conditioning on" is a major incoming command to the pneumatics
sequencer.

9" "NOT STOP RAPID LOAD" is a minor incoming command to the PLCU.

lO~ "NOT STOP RAPID LOAD" is a major incoming command to the LOX sequencer.

11. The "rapid LOX Load" light on the LCOC becomes green when the 95% sensor
becomes wet.
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12. "Fuel level" once red in coUntdown(during the check) remains red.

130 I1Heliumload" light is controlled by PeS. 322.

14, The Alp gyro motors are synchronous motors.

15. SMRDis enabled 4 minutes 2 seconds after start of countdown.

16. The "Test Reset" pushbutton resets the system counter.

17. The "STOPRESET"pushbutton de-ene'rgf zes the advance relay.

18, "Missile power internal" is a major outgoing commandof the LOX
sequencer.

19. The system counter will step when the advance relay is energized (and
the homing relay energized).

20. Relay A1K4 is in the PLCUsequencer.

21. The "LOXlevel sensing" light is not enabled to illuminate until
2 minutes after the start of LOXrapid load.

22. "LOXLOAD"is a major incoming commandto the PLCU.

23 .."A/p ON"commandindicates 400 CPSto the Alp gyros.

24. "Missile lift commit startn is a major outgoing commandfrom the countdown
sequencer.

25. The Countdownresponder is used for the countdown sequencer simulation
in the responder mode.

2
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26. Why must all LSR transfer switches and respective cables be re-positioned
fora responder mode simulated countdown?

27. In what 2 ways may the advance relay be energized?

28. How is homing of the stepping switch wiper arms accomplished?

29. How is the tddo relay associated withthe present command section kept
e~ergizedwhen the wiper arm is on the zero position?

30..What is the function of the following pushbuttons?

$.. step
ba stop reset
~~ t~st reset

31. What is the function of the following toggle switches?

a.. major outgoing command
b. responder power
c. test power

32~ What conditions enabled the following relays to be energized? I

a.,. stepping coil
b. homfng relay
c. minor (& major incoming command) fault relay
d. stop relay

33. :J:f the system status light were red, and the system counter readout was
OOOO~ you would suspect a outgoing command fault.

3
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34. If the fuel lower and raise button were depressed simultaneously, the
fuel pressure would raise.

35. l~Connnitlock-up 11 disables "lock out".

36. IIInternal memoryII is associa.ted with "lock out".

37. The "Launcher plat:form downand locked" in the abort sequence returns
the PCUto phase II~

38. The "launcher pls.tform downa.nd locked" in the abort sequence commands
the return to pneumatics external.

39 o If' IIlockout " occurred in the commitsequence, the "PneUIIl8.ticsInternal"
light would return to amber, and the "Hyd-Pneu-LN2/He"light would go
red.

40. Going to "emergency"a.fter "pneumatics~internaltl wouldbe a. ma.nda.tory
abort.

41. If LOXtank pressure .becameless than 23.5 PSI after pneumatics-interpal,
it would be eo mandatory abort situation.

42. The emergencyrelay would energize if 2 SEeafter reaching greater than
53 PSI in the missile fuel tank, pressure dropped below 53 PSI.

43. Dif"ferentiso.lpressure low after pneumatics internal would place the -
pneumatics system on emergency.

Less than 53 PSI in the missile fuel tank after pneumatics internal would
not place the pneumatics system in emergency.

45. Instrument air less than 50 PSI after pneumatics internal woUldnot
place the pneumatics system in emergency.

46. Greater than 67 PSI in the missile fuel tank would place the pne.uma.tics
system in emergencyanytime.

4
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47. The meters on the Leae are actuated by the PCU.

48. A8KSis in the pneumatics sequencer&

490 flPressure Mode"green always meansautomatic pressurization mode.

50. #1 bottle less than'4000 PSI would cause the emergencyrelay to energize.

51. #2 bottle less than 4000 PSI WOlil1.d cause the emergencyrelay to energize.

52. It is not possible to st<B:,rt courrbdoen in emergencypressuriza.tion.

53. V107, 108 close if emergencyrelay is energized.

54. GN2in standby is mom tor'ed for being less them 1450 PSI.

T,,!\RGET PATCH,

55. Target A or B is nOrrI1S11yis,bi1ays seJ..ectede

56. The t&rget selector relay is a magnet:Lclatching relay.

57& "Target lockout" is df.sab.Led ®.f'ter the start of the commitsequence.

58. The R/V sequencer monitors tlw,t b'i!X.C'st is selected.

59. Burst a.ltitude is selected at the Prelaunch Monitor.

60. ttstart commf.b" places guidance on memory,

61. "Guidanceon Memoryllprevents reselection of' target.

5
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620 The burst select commandgoes to the Prelaunch Monitor via A25.

63. A green Target "A" selected light involves an acknowledgmentfrom tbe
guidance sequencer only.

640 If a nuclear blast occurs, the guidance system is commandedto go on
memory.

65. If a nuclear blast occurs, the "GuidanceCommit"light will illuminate
amber.

66. After 1800 SECof a nuclear blast, the guidance fail light will illuminate
amber.

670 Guidanceon Memorywill null the Alp gyros.

68. The Alp gyros nulled will place guidance on memory.

69. The "Target Select" lights do not require coarse alignment for the green
illumination.

700 If the target selection is changed in countdown, it would conceivably delay
the total countdowntime.

71.. Guidancefailing to go on memorywill light the "ABORT"light red.

72. The inverter shutting off will cause guidance to re-run a second target
selection check..

73. Re-selecting target in standby would cause the "F/c & R/v" light to
illuminate red.

74. Guidancegoes on memoryat "nrl.ae LLelift commitstart".

75. "Start countdown"causes guidance to begin their countdown.

6
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76. The no:rma.lguidance countdownis about 5 minutes.

77. "R/VBurst Selectedil is required f'or the "Rea.dyf'or Commit"indicator.

MALFUNCTION PATCHQUIZ

78. The mailunction pat.eh monitors all of' the logic unit sequencers.

79. There are indicators which could conceivably illuminate amber and red
simultaneously.

80. The motor generator is monitored by the 11400cycle power"light.

81. The emergencybattery is monitored by the ii28vDCpover-" light.

82. The "missile inverter" l:i,ght requires the countdownbus energized f'or
illumination.

83. "GuidanceFail" red indicates a major malf'unction in the guidance system.

84. "R/VSa:fe" is red whenthe R/Vhas discontinuity.

85. "A/P Fail" amber indicates a f'ine heater ma,ilunction.

86. "Alp Fail" red would cause "F/e & R/Vilto illuminate red.

87. "PodAir Conditioning On1
!is required f'or the missile ground power sequencer

to be Iready in standbyI 0

88. Anamber "Inf'light HeliumSupply Lov" light indicator in:fers #1 or #2 bot.t.Le
less than 4000 PSI in standby.

89. Anamber "Inf'light HeliumSupply LOW" light in countdownindicates both
in:flight helium bottles are less than 4000 PSI.

7
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900 "Nuclear bl8.st" illuminates either red or out.

91. A nM/L NO-GOlf in countdown would illuminate tlM/L FAILtI red.

92. "Responder Mode" light will not illuminate red (for malfunction) in standby.

93. The "400 cycle power" light is monitoring the missile ground power sequencer.

94. "28v DC power" red indicates the rectifier bus has failed.

95. The Inverter not being on in countdown, would disable the "missile inverter
light.

96. A marginal malfunction would cause "Guidance Fail" to illuminate amber.

97. "R/V Safe" monitors the R/V sequencer.

98. An amber "responder mode" light indicates all LSR transfer switches placed
in to the responder mode position and cables changes made for the simulated
countdown (NOT COUNrING LAMP TEST).

99. "Start Countdown" prevents "Responder Mode" from illuminating red. /

100. "28v DC power" monitors the standby bus via the missile ground power
sequencer.

8
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STANDBY STATUS PATCH
101. The "Engines & Ground Power" light monitors the:

a, SPGG Heaters
b. Guidance Power On
c. S/p Fine Heaters
d. Emerg. Batt. Connected
e. Rectifier Bus
f. Missile Inverter Voltage
g. Missile Inverter Frequency
h. Ground Voltages
i. Ground Frequencies (M.G.)
j. MGP Seq. Power On

102. The "F/C & R/V" light monitors the:

a. A/P Fine He&ters
A/P p/Y Rate He~ters
Flight Programmer
Guidance System
R/V System in ~ct·ical
R/V Branch Power On
A/P Sequencer in Remote
Guidance Sequencer i~ Remote
R/V Sequencer in Remote
Failure a.tF/P to arm in commit sequence.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
1-
j.

103. The flHYD-PNEU-LN2/He" light monitors the:

&. Inflight Helium Pressure> 2950 in Countdown
b. PDU valves V-50, V-52
c. PDU Valves v-26, V-37
d. AC a.vailable for the HPU
e. Valve position of the HPU
f. Inflight Helium Bottles above 1450 PSI
g. Infligbt Helium Bottles Above 4000 PSI
h. Pneu , in Phase E, and "Not Locked out"
1. Mass Controller 9-A
j. HCU Valves Reedy in Standby

9
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104. "LOX& Fuel" light mOjiitors the

8.. PLCUin Standby (only)
b. Fuel A/B Fill & Drain Valve
CO LOXA/B Fill & Drain Valve
d. L-l (fine) valve
e. L-2 (rapid) valve
f. L-16 (drain) valve
g. N-60
h. Fuel level
L LOXmissile tank sensors·
jo Remote switches of fuel ~LOX,PLCU

105· The "Facility & MIL" light monitors the

a. liTSIlBON"
b. "Engine valve Heaters On"
c. "System Po'Weron" (Facility)
d. AMF Logic Racks
e. Pod Air Conditioning On

106. Everytime a red light (due to malfUhction) occurs in the malfunction- patch,
the standby status patch 'Will also have a red indicator.

107. NQrImLlly,a red indicator in the Standby status Patch causes the "R~dy
For Countdown" light to extinguish.

108. There could be a red indication in the Standby::status patch in Countdown,
yet the countdown 'Wouldnot be effected.

109. The relays controlling the Standby Status Patch are in the countdown
sequencer.

110. At the start of the Abort Bequence., , the:!' Flc & R/v" light 'Would
extinguish.

COUNTDOWN,STATUSSECTION

ill. -l"A green "Missile Powe r" light infers that the missile AC & DCis in
tolerance. !-77 Ii? C>

112.) A green "Heaters ON"light infers that both the TSHB& the engine valve
heaters are on.

10
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113. The "Missile Battery Activated" light goes amber at start of' countdown.

~1~
114.1 The "Missile Battery Activated" light normally goes green 2 minutes af'ter

it went amber.

l15 .....,-"Eng Missile Power on" is required f'or IIEng. & Missile Power Ready";

e:116. r"A/p ON"normally illuminates amber f'or 90 seconds.
J.jMltV

l17.jA/p Test" no~lly illuminates a.mber4 minutes after the start of'
countdown.

118.7Hydraulic pressure at 2000 PSI (t..250)~ is a requirement to irrit.±ate;.the
Alp Drif't Test.

119.-,-" Guidance Ready" nonnally illumiMtes amber 2 SEe af'ter the start ot
countdown.

\

120.~Engine position is monitored during autopilot warmup.

121./SMRD is enabled at the end of' the 4 MINAlp warmup.

122.~SMRD is disabled af'ter the Alp Drift Test.

l23.~Guidance Ready requires a satisfactory check of' the selected target with
pre-arm being generated.

l24.1Rlv Burst Selected is required for "Fie & R/v Ready".

125~A/p Ready f'o..rCommitrequires that relay A32K6is de-energized.

------ '

l26} "R/v Tactical" is a1.so required f'or R/v Rea.dyf'or Commit.

l27.7rf' "Alp Fail" a.nd "F/c & R/vl1 went red during countdown due to an engine
position f'ailure, you would abort.

11
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128Q ;:::If "Alp Fail"
.IfAt

went amber during a countdown,you would abort •
..M IN

129o~p/Y Rate Heaters out of tolerance during countdownwouldprevent
"F/c & R/v Ready" from illuminating green.

1300</' The "Pneumatics in phase II'f indication requires 'stop check fuel' far
the amber illUmination.

1310r-HydrauliC Pressure" normally illuminates amber at the start of Countdown.

132.1"LN2 Load" illuminates amber at the start of countdown.

133. ,:: "HeliumLoad" illuminates amber at the start of countdown.
). IV-. t N ft- t::T? ((

134.r "Pneumatics Readyfor Commit"requires> 2950 in the Inf1ight Reli\Ull
bottles. 4 )~ H-~

135. r"Helium Ready for ommit"requires. greater than 4500 PSI in :the Heu..> "').¢f S-!
136. tlLN LOADComplete"requires initially head pressure of the LN2storage

ta~ above 75 PSI.

137."'-;'He1ium Load" green depends on P.S. 321 in the Heu.

2q ~tJ ~ 51/1 OtlPS
138. F "LOXLine Fi11edtl goes amber at "stop check fuel".

PAl&V I /II r'ItA ss zr" r; {(GfN
-----

139. I "LOXLine Filledtl amber requires N-5 closed.
VSN-r VPtI,Vf:

140.( "LOXRapid Load" amber normally indicates rapid load of LOXin progress
with no double sensor failure.

141.~A double sensor failure at the 95%level during countdownwould cause the
LOXRapid Load light to illuminate green after chilldown is' complete.

142.~If a double sensor failure occurred at the 99%level just after LO~
chilldown was complete, "LOXRapid Load"and "Fine LOXLoad"would
illuminate green.

12
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143.F-At 99.25%, a - SECcommitdelay timer is started.
1,5/:1.

144.~A 15 second timer is started whenthe LOXlevel drops below 99.25%.
/JTr!3'~ ~8{J,je: '11..2 S-~

14~ ~SEC timers are started whenthe 99%sensor becomeswet.6 0 ~ ,t-ax C~MM, -r:
-- ~ ~o)( ~/M Wit/pi!

146. I'The blow ownva ve N-Bo is opened ro 40 SECat the end or line drain.

141.P;'LN2 Load Complete"requires 8."re IhIN TDDO relay to Itdrop out".
3MIN----

148./ valve V-213, the LN2mediumload valve, closes at "start commitIt •

149. r"In:t:light HeliumSupply Low"amber in countdownLnrer-s a mandatoryabort.
'IIV I..-

150.

(VIA
Fuel tank pressure less than 61 PSI
"PneumaticsReadyror ChilldoWll."

is one or the requirements or

"> ).fSI
, t" I

151. r A satisractory fuel level is required ror the signal I stop CheckFuel"
to be generated.

152.; The engines cannot be monitored in countdownir the HPUoutput pressure
is less than 1150 PSI.

153.)i'Fuel Level Okay"is required for the LOX&: Fuel Ready"light,but f'ue L
level monitoring is disabled after "stop CheckFuel".

154.'-:; The Flight Programmeris signaled to reset to zero at lIStart Countdown"
and "start Commit".

C HfcKfO ~71ff\ T ~/p OIV't-Y

13
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COMMIT PATCH

---1550 I The launch enable signal is not required after the start of the commit
sequence.

156. {t'LOX& Fuel Ready" is required during the commitsequence.

157.-"/ The launch enable light illuminates after the start of the commitsequence
if launch is enabled.

1580 fAn AmberilPowerInternal" light suggests missile powerbelng transferred
to internal within two SEC.

1590fA Green "PowerInternal" light indicates the missile inverter is witl;lin
tolerances.

1600Tlf the inverter has shut off due to failure to start commit, it is
restarted with the "Start Commit"cODllIl&ndctby depressing: the
start commitpushbutton.

161.1The "Pneumatics - Internal" light illuminates amberafter missile power
internal.

1620-rT:he "Pneumatics Internal" light illunp.nates green whenphase III is
complete. '

163.~eilLOX Commit"light illuminates amber after missile power internal.

l64~Comli:l.it Internal" is a summarycondition required for the LO)LCommit
light 'green I •

70
165. The., SECmissile lift delay timer is started at the start of the commit

sequence.

166T The "ProgrammerArmed"light illuminates amber at "commitinternal."

14
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l67.T The programmermaybe arming while the missile is being lifted up.

7/) .
168., A.(Ill SECTDPUrelay energized, and commitinternal is required for

"LOXCommit"green.

169.,r-The Missile power i~ternal signal turns off the non-essential powerbus.

170., "Site Soft" is one.of"the requirements for an amber "MIL Up& Locked"
light.

171. ,. "GuidanceCommitIt illuminates amberat "missile power internal."

172.( The Flight Programmermust arm within 25 seconds after ,"CommitInternal".

173.F"Commit Lockup"but not "Engine start" wo-q.ldcause the "Engine start"
light to illuminate amber.

l74.~ The 5 second engine shutoff timer is started whenthe "Engine start"
illumin8t'es amber.

175. The 'missile away' signal operates f"romthe 'missile on stand' microswitch
on the launcher platform.

176.F There are 3 conditions that would cause the abort light to illuminate red.

l7T.~The abort light would illuminate amber if the missile is not up a~d locked
, s after the start of the c t equence. ~J
I~ n..t.<.. ) J- C/)( ~tJM /VI I r a. Re E t~---178. , The missile power internal signal causes guidance to go on memory.

l79.~The missile power internal signal causes the non-essential power to be
turned off.

l80.~The missile power internal signal closes the boilof"f valve.

15
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181. ~The missile power internal signal initiates phase III pressurization.

182. ~ The missile power internal indicator would go from green back to amber
if the inverter fails after phase III.

o tit
~e commit sequence is delayed 60 SEC if the inverter

the "nNERTER HOLD CUTOFF" 300 S:j!:CTDPU· relay.
is shut off due to

184. ~UidanCe not inertial illuminates the abort light red.

l85.-r-The abort light illuminates red if an engine does not start within
5 seconds after receiving the engine start command.

l86.T"F/C & R/V Ready" is one of the commands required for"Commit Internal".

187·f Time-wise, pneumatics-internal is the last event to occur before "Commit
InternaL"

l88.~The commit internal signals cause the flight programmer to remain at
zero time.

189.( The flight programmer is caused to arm by the commit lockup signal.

190.TNon-essential power off is a requirement for "M/L Commit Start.1I

19l.1"'COmmit Internal" is a requirement for "Commi.t; Lockup ;"

192.l'''COmmit Lockup" commands guidance to go inertial.

19~Guidance must be on inertial within one SEC after commit lockup to
enable engine start.

194.IAn inverter failure after commit lockup will not necessarily stop
the commit sequence.

16
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195.T The start commit relay A45Ir7 is de-energized by starting the abort
sequence.

----196. \ The "START ABORr" cOJllIIlandcauses 'power internal' to revert to 'power
external' •

.."..-197. 1 After missile power internal the inverter may fail, but power will remain
internal until the start of the abort sequence.

,,-:-
198. 1 Missile battery in tolerance (A45IO..)is a requirement for commit

internal.

199. ~ The Flight programmer !armed I is a requirement for "Commit lockup."

200-:-\ "Guidance On Inertialii signal unnulls the Alp displacement gyros.

201~An Alp displacement gyro spin motor failure in the commit sequence prior
to commit-lockup would prevent launch.

202.~ The Alp fine heaters out of tolerance after the programmer is armed in the
commi t sequence would not stop the launch.

203.~ If the SPGG heaters were out of tolerance in the commit sequence, commit
lockup would be disabled.

204. ~ HPU Oil Evac~te normally occurs at commit internal, but if it failed
to occur, the commit sequence would be disabled.

ABORT PATCH

205. ~e "site hard" light goes amber immediately after the "start abort"
pushbutton is depressedo

,r

--=--206. ( The "site hard" light goes green when the launcher platform is down
and locked during the abort sequence.

17
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207.f The "Abort External" light illuminates amberwhenthe launcher platform
is downand locked in the abort sequence.

208. T Four summaryconditions are required for the connnand"Abort External."

209.T The "Abort Complete"light would illuminate amber if the abort pushbutton
is depressed in countdownafter stop check fuel, but prior to commit
lockup.

210., LOXmissile tank drain connnandis dependent upon "abor-t external."

211r;--The venting of the shrouded sphere helium is dependent upon "Abort
external" •

-«:212. ( LOXmissile tank drain requires a minimumof ~5 minutes.

213. 0Helium Vent Complete"depends on a pressure switch (322) and a 10
minute timer.

---214.1 "LOXdrain complete" connnandsignals the PCUto return to phase I.

215.~LOX drain complete" connnandwould turn off the HPU.

216-:-1The tlHydraulic System Offll light would illuminate green immediately
-I after LOXmissile tank drain is complete providing 'missile away' had

occurred.

217. -r-The "Pneu:maticsin Phase III light normally illuminstes amber in the abort
sequence whenthe launcher platform is dO~lland locked.

-218. \ The "ABORTCOMPLErE"light green infers that countdown·start is disabled.

219.~e LOXdrain valve L-16 will open in the abort sequence provided abort is
externalJ the LOXmissile tank is less than 8 PSI (PS 326), and the LOX
storage tank is less than 25 PSI, and the drain relay (Al5K3)is
energized.

18
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220.~PCU in phase I is accomplishedby positioning valves 118 and 120 viar the "SiB ON"button on the pneumatics sequencer.

221.f Phase III pressure is initiated by "stop check :f'uel."command,

222. rAll logic .unit sequencers have "system in standby" lights.

,-..--
223. 1 The "Systemin Standby" light illuminate green only (not counting

lamp test).

224.--r-The nSystemStatus" light are on the responders.

225.~ LSR self test is performed in responder mode.

226.TThe HPU is started whenthe Alp gyros are started.

227.TThe HPUis turned off at Missile Away.

228.(' TheAlp gYrOsare unnulled at two times in the countdown.

2290rThe "fuel Leve.l," light is directly associated with the"LOX& Fuel"
lights.

230.~The SPGGheaters are monitored by the ACPowerDistribution Box.

231. r.:-One
r bus

of the conditions required to turn off the non.essential power
is commitinternal.

llfrGf(pv . I L
internal causes guidance to go on Memory.

J VJ£ «»

232. ~s ile power

233.!-'Heaters On"light on the LCOCis directly associated with the facili.ty
sequencer.

234.TThe LOXlevel sensors are directly associated with the"LOX& Fuel"
light.

19
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235. /One o~ the conditions required to de-energize the start countdown
~~e1ays is the venting of the ambient helium bottle.

236. ( Phase II is initiated by "Pneumatics ready for chfLl.dovn;"

237. ~An abort situation is present if the 95% LOX sensors fail.

_B-2 ~p
238.) ~ is on the missile.

239.70il evacuate occurs at commit, internal.

240.;r-commit lockup occurs at T-l SEC.

241. FThe Abort light is in the abort patch.

242. P:'NCIr STOP FINE LOAD" command controls rapid topping.

243.-r-RaPid topping stops at 99.25%.

244.~V-213, 214, 215 open ~t start of countdown.
I-~ LOI1P .

245."'---V-21,.closes. at commit internal.
(l1IJ t: /-0 «o

246.-;r-LOX drain complete shuts off the HPU if it is running.

»:
247. ~Stop check fuel opens the boil off valve.

EN'rteL6S
248. ~ Emergency press~zation always closes the boil-off valve.

249~There are 11 ways to enable emergency pressurization.

250.~~-26 is in the PDU, and is opened 2 minutes after start of countdown.
11-1 e. t OI7!)
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251. -'-p.So 321 monitors> 2950 PSI and is in the BCU.

252~If the oil evacuation of the HPU did not occur in the commit sequence,
it would not stop the commit sequence.

-.---
253. I Relay A32K6 is in the autopilot sequencer.

254.~NormallY closed relay contacts are labeled Al, A2'

255o~~The launch enable light could illuminate after the start commit button
is depressed.

»>
256. r The ISR is contain 14 responders.

13~,
257. rL-7 is a summary for LOX in standby.

2580 Topping tank pressure during chilldown is 135 PSI.

259. ~~ hydraulic sequencer is not in relay logic #1.
~C-

260. ~The prirr.epurpose of the ISR's is checkout of the logic units and
LCOC.

261. r:: The P.U. system is reset at start of countdown.
i:» >\ C oM~ l ,--

262o~e stop reset pushbutton is on the ISR'so

»>:

263. I The emergency battery is required to be connected before a countdown
. can be started.

264. ~All logic unit sequence~have remote-local switches.

265. [GUidance power may be turned on at the missile ground power sequencer.

2J.
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266. rAll sequencers are used in countdown.

267.~All relay contacts are drawn in their normally ~e-energized position., :

268. List the following LCOClights in the order they illumina.te from start
of countdown for the color stated: . AssumeSatisfactory Countdown.

a. "Hydraulic Pres sure II Green

b. "LN2Load" Amber

c. "Hea.ters onlt Green

d. "A/P On"

e. "LOXLine Filledll Amber

f. "Pneumatics in Phase II II

g. "A/P Test"

h. "Rapid LOXLoad" Amber

i. ItMissile Battery Activate" Green

j. If Engine/Missile Power Ready" qreen

k. "Engine Start" Green

1. "Power- Internal" Green

m, "LOXCommit"Green

n, "Guidance Connnit"Amber

o, "Guidance Commit"Green

po "Ready for ComIllit II Green

q. "Launch Enabledll Green

r. "Pneumatics Internal" Green

s • "ProgrammerArmedII Amber

t. "M/LUp & Locked" Green
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u. "Site Hard" Amber

v. "Abort External" Amber

w. "Pneumatics in Phase I" Amber

x. "Abort Complete" Amber

y. "Abor-t." 'Red

z. "Pressure Mode" Red
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